
 
8TH GRADE ENGLISH SUMMER READING LIST 

 
All students who requested Honors English for 8th grade must read two books over the summer break. The first 
book is Thomas Jefferson: President & Philosopher, which will be used in both Honors English & Honors 
History during the 2021-2022 school year. For the second book, you may choose from the books listed below. 
Standard English students must read one book off the reading list. 
 

 
-BOOK LIST- 

Honors Required Book: 
 
Thomas Jefferson: President & Philosopher by Jon Meacham (historical 
nonfiction) 
AR Book Level 7.6 
Thomas Jefferson was the third president of the United States. He was one of the 
authors of the Declaration of Independence. But he was also a lawyer and an 
ambassador, an inventor, and a scientist. He had a wide range of interests and hobbies, 
but his consuming interest was the survival and success of the United States. 
As you read this book – Record the necessary information provided in the Summer 
Reading Playlist Assignment sheet.  
 
 

 
 

Reading List: 
 

The Call of the Wild by Jack London (fiction) 
AR Book Level 8.0 
The domesticated life of a powerful St. Bernard-Shepherd mix named Buck is quickly 
turned on end when he is stolen away from his master and put to work as a sled dog in 
Alaska. His once life of luxury turns into a life of survival and adaptation as he learns the 
ways of the wilderness.  Set in the Klondike region of Canada during the 1890s Klondike 
Gold Rush, The Call of the Wild showcases the transformation of a canine as he learns to 
adapt to what life has given him, fair or not. 
As you read this book – Record how the main character changes as a result of events in his 
life.  Keep track of the page numbers where this information is located. 
 

 
 

 

Johnny Tremain by Esther Forbes (historical fiction) 
AR Book Level 5.9 
Johnny Tremain is about a young boy in colonial Boston. Johnny is a talented but arrogant 
silversmith's apprentice whose life is turned upside-down when he injures his hand. In 
time he becomes a messenger boy on horseback for the Sons of Liberty and meets most of 
the famous founding fathers: John Adams, Sam Adams, James Otis, Paul Revere, and John 
Hancock. He becomes a spy for the Sons of Liberty, takes part in the Boston Tea Party, 
and struggles with loss at the battles of Lexington and Concord. 
As you read this book – Record how the main character changes as a result of events in his 
life.  Keep track of the page numbers where this information is located. 
 

 
 



The Hound of the Baskervilles by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle (mystery fiction)   
AR Book Level 8.3  
Sherlock Holmes and his partner Dr. Watson confront one of their most difficult cases 
ever.  Is there truly a curse on the old Baskerville estate? Is there truly a ghostly beast 
lurking on the dark, eerie moors? A masterful concoction of plot and mood, this story is 
guaranteed to give you the shivers.   
As you read this book -  Pay special attention to the different characters in the book and 
note their significance to the plot.  Keep track of the page numbers where you found your 
ideas. 
 
 
The Princess and the Goblin by George MacDonald (fantasy fiction) 
AR Book Level 6.1 
Princess Irene lives in a castle in a wild and lonely mountainous region. One day she 
discovers a steep and winding stairway leading to a bewildering labyrinth of unused 
passages with closed doors - and a further stairway. What lies at the top? Can the ring the 
princess is given protect her against the lurking menace of the goblins under the mountain? 
As you read this book -  Pay special attention to the different characters in the book and 
note their significance to the plot.  Keep track of the page numbers of your ideas. 
 

 
 
Tuck Everlasting by Natalie Babbitt (fantasy fiction) 
AR Book Level 5.0 
Winnie Foster is an over-protected, 10-year-old Victorian girl who is tired of being the 
center of her mother's and grandmother's attention. The oppressiveness of her home 
inspires her to run away in search of the "elf music" her grandmother has heard from the 
woods next to the family home since she was a child. Lost in the woods, she runs into a 
teenage boy drinking from a hidden spring and is kidnapped by the family.  
As you read this book - Make notes about the pros and cons of living forever from 
Winnie's perspective.  Be ready to explain your notes with evidence and page numbers. 
 

 
 
 
Esperanza Rising by Pam Muñoz Ryan (fiction) 
AR Book Level 5.3 
Esperanza and her mother are forced to leave their life of wealth and privilege in Mexico 
to work in the labor camps of Southern California on the eve of the Great Depression. 
As you read this book – Take note of the main characters and the cultural diversity that 
exists throughout the text. 
 

 
 
 
 
Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde by Robert Louis Stevenson 
AR Book Level 9.5 
A respected London doctor invents a formula which turns him into an evil and ugly 
person who stalks the streets at night killing people, and by the time his friends discover 
his secret, it is too late. 
As you read this book - Take note of the main characters and be ready to give 
descriptions, thoughts, statements, fears, and actions about each. 



8th Grade English Student Reading Log 
 

Bring this sheet to class with you on the FIRST DAY of school. 
 
Name________________________________________________ 

   

Students must read each book completely and not view the video or listen to the book on tape.  Be sure to read 
the original, unabridged version of each book. 
 
Please note: Students applying for enrollment in honors English classes who do not compete the 
summer reading assignments will be reassigned to a standard class. 
 
I. Book Read 

 

 Book title: Thomas Jefferson: President & Philosopher 

 Author: Jon Meacham 

 Number of pages read _________out of ________________pgs. 

 Student signature _____________________________________   

 Parent signature ______________________________________ 

 

II. Book Read  

 

 Book title __________________________________________ 

 Author _____________________________________________ 

 Number of pages read _________out of ________________pgs. 

 Student signature _____________________________________ 

 Parent signature ______________________________________ 

 


